Minor Amendment Number | Proposed Zoning and Growth Boundary Changes
--- | ---
1 | Growth Boundary: change from Rural and Agricultural Area to Established Community
2 | Zoning: change from R-A Zone to R-R Zone
3 | Growth Boundary: change from Rural and Agricultural Area to Established Community
4 | Zoning: change from C-S-C, C-O, and R-80 zones to M-X-T Zone
5 | Zoning: change from C-S-C, C-O, R-55, and R-80 zones to M-X-T Zone
6 | Zoning: change from R-R Zone to M-X-T Zone
7 | Zoning: change from R-A, R-R, R-E, R-T, and C-M zones to M-X-T Zone
8 | Growth Boundary: change from Rural and Agricultural Area to Established Community
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